
NEWSLETTER

Glossary

   A coordinate plane is a 
rectangular grid which has 
a horizontal axis called the 
x-axis and a vertical axis 
called the y-axis. The origin 
is where the axes meet.
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   An ordered pair is two 
numbers that describe a 
specifi c point on a coordinate 
plane. These numbers 
are called coordinates. 
Marking ordered pairs on a 
coordinate plane is called 
graphing or plotting. 

Ideas for Home

•   Many road or city maps 
use ordered pairs to name 
locations (often a letter and 
a number). Practice fi nding 
locations by fi rst searching 
horizontally and then 
vertically.
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Module 115

Algebra

•   Students begin by learning about the coordinate plane — a rectangular grid 
on which they graph ordered pairs (x, y ) of numbers. 

•   Students fi nd patterns among pairs of numbers and use them to solve problems. 
These lessons focus on additive and multiplicative patterns and are important 
preparation for future algebra study. 

Core Focus

•   Algebra: Exploring the coordinate plane
•  Multiplication: Using the double-and-halve strategy to multiply dollars and cents
•  Measurement: Solving word problems involving perimeter, area, and volume
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♦ 408 ORIGO Stepping Stones  • Grade 5 • 11.5

Mark the coordinates on the coordinate plane.

How could you use the graph to calculate how much 
the school would earn if $6 was spent?

At the next bake sale, $8 is earned for every $3 spent 
on ingredients. 

How can you use the graph to figure out whether this is better  
or worse than the previous bake sale?

1. a.  Olivia is going to the state fair, which runs for a week. For $12 she can buy  
4 tickets for the rides. Complete the table to show the different number  
of tickets she can buy.

Step Up

Complete this table to help your thinking.

Step In

Algebra: Representing patterns on coordinate grids11.5

Amount spent (x) $12 $48 $96 $24 $72

Number of tickets (y)

The data from the table can also be shown on a coordinate plane.

Write each pair of values from the table as ordered pairs,  
with the amount spent in dollars as the x-coordinate.

A school is having a bake sale. For every $2 that is spent on ingredients  
the school earns $6 in sales. If $8 is spent on ingredients, how much should  
the school expect to earn? 

Amount spent ($) 2 10 8

Amount earned ($)

b.  Write each pair of values as an ordered pair.
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In this lesson, students identify relationships between numerical 
patterns and graph the ordered pairs of related numbers.
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Ideas for Home

•   Encourage your child to use 
problem-solving strategies 
such as acting math out 
(using real-world objects 
or mathematical ones such 
as base-10 blocks, cubes, 
or number lines); drawing a 
picture or diagram; making 
a table or a graph; solving a 
simpler situation (e.g. instead 
of 345 + 99, do 45 + 9); or 
working backwards. Discuss 
these strategies when 
solving problems in the real 
world, such as measuring 
food for recipes, comparing 
prices while shopping, or 
playing puzzle games. 

Module 115

2

Multiplication

•   Students use the double-and-halve strategy to multiply dollars and cents in 
real-world situations and use a nearby number to calculate the total cost when 
they are multiplying dollars and cents.

Measurement

•   Problem solving is vital for developing skills and concepts in all areas of 
mathematics. Students are introduced to steps and strategies that help organize 
their mathematical working and develop critical and creative thought to solve 
problems. 

•   The problems involve both whole numbers and decimal fractions and reinforce the 
multiplication studied in the fi rst lessons of the module. 
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♦ 420 ORIGO Stepping Stones  • Grade 5 • 11.9

1.  Use the prices above. Calculate the cost of buying three of these. Try 
multiplying the whole dollars and then the cents. Record the steps you use.Step Up

What is the total cost of four bottles of juice? How do you know?Step In

Multiplication: Reinforcing strategies to multiply  
dollars and cents11.9

Amos used a doubling strategy to figure it out.
Show what you think he did.

   Dallas multiplied the dollars and cents 
   separately. Show what you think she did.

$4.98

$3.97

Is there another way you could calculate the total cost?

Use one of these strategies to calculate the cost of buying four tubs of ice cream.

Oats

$

Shampoo

$

Flour

$

a. b. c.

2. Use the prices above. Calculate the cost of buying six of these. Show your thinking.

Ice cream

$

Juice

$

Butter

$

a. b. c.

FLOUR

BUTTER
ice 

cream SH
AM

PO
OOATS

JUICE

$2.23 $3.12

$1.16

$6.04
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♦ 422 ORIGO Stepping Stones  • Grade 5 • 11.10

1.  Use the centimeter ruler to calculate the perimeter of the square. 
Show your thinking.Step Up

How can you calculate the perimeter of the playground?

Isaac fi gured it out like this.

The parks department is laying edging around the outside of a playground. 
The playground is rectangular, and the length is four times the width.
The width measures 7.4 m.

Step In

Perimeter: Solving word problems11.10

You could also add the 
length and width first, 
then multiply the total by 2.

W = 7.4 m P = (2 ≈ L) + (2 ≈ W)

L = 4 ≈ 7.4 P = (2 ≈ 29.6) + (2 ≈ 7.4)

L = 29.6 m P = 59.2 + 14.8

 P = 74 m

The edging for the playground is sold in strips that are 50 cm long.
How many strips will be needed for the playground project?

What steps will you follow 
to fi gure out the solution?

I know that 50 cm is equal to 1
2  a meter. 

I need edging strips for at least 74 meters.

0 cm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 80 90 100 110 120
Perimeter  

1 m = 100 cm
1 m = 1,000 mm
1 cm = 10 mm

In this lesson, students use strategies to multiply dollars and cents.
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